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May 8, 2002

TO: The County Board of Arlington, Virginia

FROM: Ron Carlee, County Manager

APPLICANT: SunPark Inc.

BY: Nan E. Terpak, Agent/Attorney
2200 Clarendon Boulevard, Suite 1300
Arlington, Virginia 22201

SUBJECT: U-2875-96-1:  Review of Use Permit for temporary parking lot for
displaced Pentagon employees; on premises known as 2805 Crystal
Drive.

RECOMMENDATION: Discontinue the temporary approval of the
amendment to original use permit and continue
original use permit subject to all previous conditions,
#1-15, with a review as was previously scheduled in
fourteen (14) months (July, 2003).

BACKGROUND
This use permit to allow a temporary surface parking lot to support overflow parking for
Reagan National Airport patrons was approved by the County Board in April 1996.  The
parking lot became operational in 1997.  In 1998 the County Board limited the overall
size of the parking lot to 550 parking spaces.  In 1999 the County Board approved a
new Condition #15 to address concerns raised regarding the use of the parking lot by
persons other than airport patrons, particularly commuters.  At the time of the last
review in 1999 there were no concerns raised about compliance with the conditions of
the use permit approval.  The use permit operated without complaints to other County
agencies during the one-year review period and was continued in July 2000 with a
review in three (3) years from the date of that review.  (July 2003)

In September, 2001 the applicant, SunPark Inc., was approached by the Pentagon and
PenRen, an agency created by the Pentagon to oversee renovations and repairs, about
using up to 100 parking spaces in the SunPark facility for temporary parking for
Pentagon and PenRen employees who have been displaced by the September 11, 2001
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terrorist attack on the Pentagon.  Permitting the Pentagon parking required an
Amendment to the use permit (U-2875-96-1) that controls the SunPark facility.  On
October 13, 2001, at the applicant's request, the County Board authorized advertising
of a use permit amendment on its "Own Motion" to permit the parking, for a public
hearing that was held at the November 17, 2001 County Board meeting.

At the November 17, 2001 County Board meeting, the Board approved the requested
amendment (New Condition#16-See Attached) allowing the temporary use of up to 100
parking spaces in the 550 space SunPark lot for use by Pentagon and PenRen
employees.  The approved amended use permit was scheduled for review by the
County Board in six months (May 2002).  In the last six months the renovations to the
Pentagon have progressed at a rapid rate.  During this same period, restrictions on
scheduled air trips into and out of Reagan National Airport have eased and the volume
of air passenger travel has been steadily increasing.  Given the unexpected speed of
recovery for both the Pentagon and the airport, the use of the SunPark lot by displaced
Pentagon and PenRen employees is no longer needed.  Instead, the current need is for
the SunPark lot to once again be used for airport customers.  The Pentagon has
cancelled its contractual arrangement with SunPark, and has already ceased its use of
the lot.  For this reason, the applicant is requesting that the temporary use (Condition
#16) be discontinued.

STAFF ANALYSIS
Staff supports the applicant’s request that the amended use be discontinued.  The
intended purpose of the amended use has been well served during a period of time in
which it was most critical.  Fortunately, a sooner than expected recovery has eliminated
the need for the amended use to continue.  Given this reality, staff recommends that
the County Board discontinue the temporary approval of the amendment to the original
use permit by eliminating Condition#16 and continue the original use permit subject to
all other previous conditions and with a review as was previously scheduled in fourteen
months (July, 2003).
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ATTACHMENT - CONDITION #16

EXCERPT FROM NOVEMBER 17, 2001 COUNTY BOARD MINUTES

AN ORDINANCE PURSUANT TO APPLICATION U-2875-96-1 TO GRANT
AN AMENDMENT TO A SPECIAL EXCEPTION FOR A USE PERMIT ON A
CERTAIN PARCEL OF LAND KNOWN AS 2805 SOUTH CRYSTAL DRIVE
(SUNPARK, INCORPORATED).

After a duly advertised public hearing, the Board adopted the following
ordinance:

BE IT ORDAINED that, pursuant to application U-2875-96-1 on file in the Office
of the Zoning Administrator for a special exception for a use permit amendment to
amend the temporary parking lot for displaced Pentagon employees for the parcel of
real property known as 2805 South Crystal Drive, approval is granted for a period of
one year (expires November 30, 2002) and the parcel so described shall be used
according to the use permit approval requested by the application, subject to all
previous conditions, the following new condition number 16, and County Board review
in six months (May 2002):

16. The applicant may use up to 100 parking spaces of the 550 approved spaces, on
a temporary basis for use by Pentagon and PenRen (an agency created by the
Pentagon to oversee renovations and repairs) employees.  This approval shall be
reviewed by the County Board in six months (May 2002) at which time the
County Board shall evaluate the continued need for this temporary approval. The
applicant agrees that the County Board may terminate this temporary approval
at that time, in its discretion.  At least fourteen days prior to the County Board
review, the applicant shall provide the Zoning Administrator with documentation
of the usage of the parking lot by airport patrons, to ensure that there continues
to be adequate parking for both types of users.  The applicant agrees,
throughout the duration of this temporary approval, to provide 1 to 2 shuttle
buses running continuously between 6 am and 8:30 am in the morning and
between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. in the evening.  In addition the shuttle service shall
be provided to users on an as-needed basis between 6 am and 8 p.m.  The
applicant agrees that the approval to use up to 100 parking spaces for Pentagon
and PenRen employees shall terminate automatically on November 30, 2002
unless, the approval for Pentagon and PenRen employee use has been extended
before that date by the County Board.  As of November 30, 2002 the applicant
agrees to use the 550 parking spaces exclusively for persons using the shuttle to
National Airport.
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PREVIOUS COUNTY BOARD ACTIONS:

March 9, 1996 Deferred use permit request (U-2875-96-1) for operation
of an airport shuttle parking lot with an estimated 1,438
(revised to 1, 270 parking spaces and a comprehensive
sign plan including building and planter mounted signs,
as an interim use.

April 13, 1996 Approved use permit (U-2875-96-1) for operation of an
airport shuttle parking lot with an estimated 1,438
revised to 1,270 parking spaces and a comprehensive
sign plan including building and planter mounted signs,
as an interim use for a period not to exceed 10 years
subject to conditions.

April 12, 1997 Continued use permit (U-2875-96-1) for operation of an
airport shuttle parking lot with a review in one (1) year
following issuance of a certificate of occupancy.

July 16, 1998 Approved a use permit Amendment (U-2785-96-1) for
550 shuttle spaces instead of the 1,270 spaces
(Condition #12 of the original use permit) subject to all
previous conditions, amended Condition #1, new
Condition #14, and review in one year (July 1999).

July 10, 1999 Continued use permit (U-2875-96-1) for 550 shuttle
spaces instead of the 1,270 spaces (Condition #12 of the
original use permit) subject to all previous conditions and
new Condition #15, and review in one year (July 2000).

July 22, 2000 Continued use permit (U-2875-96-1) for 550 shuttle
spaces instead of the 1,270 spaces (Condition #12 of the
original use permit) subject to all previous conditions and
new Condition #15, and with a review in three years
(July 2003).

November 17, 2001 Approved an amendment to use permit (U-2875-96-1)
adding Condition#16 to allow for the use of 100 parking
spaces to serve as temporary parking for displaced
Pentagon and PenRen employees, with the remaining
450 parking spaces to continue to serve as shuttle
spaces, and with a review in six months (May2002).


